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Decision Report 
 

 

To: The Mayor and Councillors 

From: Policy Analyst and Strategic Policy Planner 

Date: Wednesday, 12 June 2019 

File reference: Document: 2592902 

Appendix A: Statement of Proposal Draft Solid Waste Bylaw 2019  

Portfolio holder: Mayor Tregidga, Councillor Milner, Councillor Harris 

Meeting date: Wednesday, 26 June 2019 

Subject: Adoption of the Draft Solid waste Bylaw 2019 

 

 

Recommendation: 

THAT the report be received, and 

 

THAT in accordance with section 155(1) of the Local Government Act 2002 the draft Solid 

Waste Bylaw 2019 is the most appropriate way of addressing the perceived problems, and 

 

THAT in accordance with section 155(2) of the Local Government Act 2002 the draft Solid 

Waste Bylaw 2019 is the most appropriate form of bylaw and does not have any implications 

under the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990, and 

 

THAT in accordance with section 145 and section 159 of the Local Government Act 2002 the 

Council approves the draft Solid Waste Bylaw 2019 (as contained in the Statement of 

Proposal attached) for public consultation, and 

 

THAT the Council approves the proposed revocation of the Franklin District Council Waste 

Bylaw 2009 for public consultation, and 

 

THAT the special consultative procedure is used for community engagement on the draft 

Solid Waste Bylaw 2019 and the revocation of the Franklin District Council Waste Bylaw 

2009, and related timeframes and approach are approved, and 

 

THAT in accordance with sections 156(1)(a) and 86 of the Local Government Act 2002 the 

Council adopt the attached Statement of Proposal for the Draft Solid Waste Bylaw 2019. 

 

1 Purpose 

This report seeks the Council’s approval of the draft Solid Waste Bylaw 2019 and the adoption 

of the Statement of Proposal (our proposal) prior to public consultation. 
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This report also seeks approval for the proposed revocation of the Franklin District Council 

Waste Bylaw 2009 for consultation. 

 

The matter or suggested decision does not involve a new activity, service, programme, 

project, expenditure or other deliverable. 

 

2 Background 

At the Council meeting on 29 August 2018 Mayor Tregidga, Deputy Mayor Adams and 

Councillors Milner, Leonard, Spicer and Harris were appointed to a councillor working party to 

work with staff on the review of various bylaws. The majority of the Council’s bylaws are due 

for a legally required 10-year review and the Council resolved the various Parts of the Hauraki 

District Council Consolidated Bylaw 2007 be separated into individual bylaws.  

 

‘Phase one’ of the bylaw review process is near complete which included the review of the 

Cemeteries Bylaw, Wharves and Boat Ramps Bylaw, Food Grading Bylaw and the Nuisance 

Bylaw.  

 

The bylaws scheduled for review in ‘phase two’ are now ready for public consultation and 

include the Water Supply Bylaw, Solid Waste Bylaw and Drainage Bylaw. 

 

2.1 Solid waste system 

The four components of the solid waste activity are; solid waste collection, waste minimisation 

and recycling, education, and landfill aftercare. These components involve kerbside collection 

of refuse and recyclables and the management of the Hauraki District’s two transfer stations, 

located in Paeroa and Waihi. Domestic refuse is collected weekly from the kerbside using a 

pre-paid bag system, combined with a fortnightly collection of recyclable material using 

wheelie bins and separate glass bins. This service is provided to the following communities in 

the District; Paeroa, Waihi, Ngatea, Whiritoa, Waikino, Karangahake/Mackaytown, Waitakaruru 

and Kaiaua. 

 

2.2 The purpose of the Solid Waste Bylaw 

The Waste Minimisation Act 2008 enables councils to make bylaws, however bylaws cannot be 

inconsistent with Waste Management and Minimisation Plans (WMMP). This means the 

Council’s bylaw should reflect the intent of its WMMP.1     

 

The purpose of the Council’s Solid Waste Bylaw is to; 

 support the promotion and delivery of effective and efficient waste management and 

minimisation in the Hauraki District as required by the Waste Minimisation Act 2008, 

 implement the Council’s waste management and minimisation plan, 

 minimise nuisance created by accumulation, storage and spilling of waste,  

 protect the health and safety of the public and the Council’s waste contractor. 

 

To view the full 2007 version of Part 8 (Solid Waste) of the Consolidated Bylaw, go to 

http://www.hauraki-dc.govt.nz/our-council/bylaws/.  

                                           
1 The Council adopted a reviewed WMMP in 2017 with the vision to ‘minimise waste to landfill and 

maximise community benefit’. The targets for the Hauraki District are; a 13% reduction in the total 

quantity of waste sent to landfills from 363 kg per person per annum to 316 kg per person by 2022. A 

5% decrease in kerbside household waste to landfill from approximately 78 kg per person per annum to 

74 kg per person per annum by 2022. 

http://www.hauraki-dc.govt.nz/our-council/bylaws/
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2.3 Issues analysis and community opinion 

During the review of the Solid Waste Bylaw staff considered the service requests received by 

the Council and issues staff have experienced. The Council received the following number of 

complaints over three years from 1 July 2015 – 1 July 2018: 

 

Complaint / issue Number of requests 

Refuse not collected 374 

Kerbside bin not received, broken, or stolen (mostly ordering 

replacements) 

420 

Complaint about contractor (including spilt waste, broken 

glass, collection not made on time, damage to bins) 

54 

Regarding glass bottle bin at Kaiaua 2 

Refuse transfer station 17 

 

A lot of these service requests are not directly bylaw related, however the bylaw does regulate 

some related matters in an attempt to mitigate these complaints such as how approved 

containers should be packed.  

 

There were no relevant submissions to the 2015 Long Term Plan regarding solid waste. There 

were a number of feedback items received on the 2018 Long Term Plan consultation document 

regarding rubbish, recycling and the environment however these were not bylaw related 

issues. The feedback included things like increasing waste reduction education and extending 

the kerbside collection and recycling. This feedback is reflective of the growing community 

interest in waste reduction and recycling in the District.  

 

2.4 What are the proposed changes to the 2007 Bylaw and why? 

The councillor working party requested a ‘plain English’ rewrite of all the bylaws during the 

review process and are also recommending various policy changes to the bylaw. For this 

reason, there were many wording ‘tweaks’ made to the bylaw as well as entire clauses re-

written. The more substantial changes are outlined in the table below.  

 
Changes in Draft Solid Waste Bylaw 2019 Rationale 

Remove definition of ‘household refuse’ and 

replace with ‘domestic waste’ so it includes both 

waste going to landfill and recyclable material.  

Also amend the word ‘refuse’ with ‘waste’ 

throughout the entire bylaw.  

These changes better align the bylaw with the 

Waste Minimisation Act 2008 and means the bylaw 

does not have to duplicate rules for waste to landfill 

and recyclable materials. Recyclable materials can 

also end up as waste if they also go to landfill. 

Amend Clause 3.0 ‘Council kerbside domestic 

waste collection’ in draft 2019 bylaw so it 

applies to both waste and recycling under the 

term ‘domestic waste’. This is not a change in 

policy, but the amalgamation of existing rules 

into one section of the bylaw.  

This means we do not have to repeat all the rules in 

the bylaw for recycling. Staff also wanted to make 

it clearer that this section applies to the Council 

waste contractor, not other waste collectors 

operating in the district. 

Amend clause 3.1 in the draft 2019 bylaw to 

also include (in bold type): 

The occupier or the manager of a premises must 

ensure that the domestic waste from the 

premises is separated into waste types as 

determined by the Council, and deposited for 

collection in the correct approved container. No 

This is to clarify that if people place material in a 

yellow bag, for example, that could be in a 

recycling container they are breaching the bylaw 

and could be penalised. The bylaw is supposed to 

be the ‘teeth’ to the Waste Management and 

Minimisation Plan, which requires recycling.  
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Changes in Draft Solid Waste Bylaw 2019 Rationale 

person may deposit in a container material 

that is not approved for that type of 

container. 

 

Matamata-Piako District Council have the same 

clause. 

Amend clause 3.5 in the draft 2019 bylaw to 

also include (in bold type): 

Every occupier or manager must ensure that the 

approved container put out for collection is 

securely fastened or closed to prevent spillage, 

and no domestic waste is sitting higher 

than the rim of the approved container 

This additional wording reflects the existing 

operational policy that recycling bins should not be 

overloaded for health and safety reasons, including 

the weight of the bins and the higher risk of broken 

glass on collection.  

Add clause 3.9 to draft 2019 bylaw: 

A person must not: 

(a) put domestic waste into an approved 

container provided to any other person, without 

that other person’s consent; 

(b) remove domestic waste from, or interfere 

with any waste deposited in, an approved 

container, except the council, a waste contractor 

or the person who deposited the waste; 

(c) remove an approved container from the 

premises to which it has been allocated, except 

with the prior written approval of the Council. 

This new clause is clarifying the ownership of the 

waste stream and the ownership of approved 

containers.  

The Council has had complaints of people placing 

items into other people’s approved containers and 

this should not happen without that person’s 

permission. That domestic waste should also not be 

removed without that person’s permission because 

that is stealing. The resident/manager of that 

premises is the owner and responsible for the waste 

until it has been collected by the contractor. 

The recycling bins are the property of the Council 

and should not be removed from a premises 

without our consent.  

Amend clause 4.0 ‘Accumulation and storage of 

domestic waste or trade waste on any property’ 

to clarify that it applies to all people, not just 

those receiving Council kerbside collection.  

It is important that it is clear no one should be 

causing a nuisance by the way they gather or store 

waste of any kind. 

Remove clause 8.0 from 2007 Bylaw, which 

includes rules about reaching an agreement for 

the Council to remove trade refuse and not 

accumulating trade refuse on a property where 

it is likely to be injurious to health, or offensive. 

 

People may enter into agreements for the removal 

of trade refuse with providers of that service, 

however the Council does not provide that service.   

The provisions in the draft 2019 bylaw under clause 

4.0 ‘Accumulation and storage of domestic waste or 

trade waste on any property’ mean any waste or 

salvage material cannot be stored if it causes a 

nuisance.   

Remove clause 9.0 and Schedule 2 from the 

2007 Bylaw: 

The clause notes the disposal of refuse on a 

refuse disposal site shall be subject to the 

conditions imposed by law and other conditions 

the Council imposes as set out in Schedule 2 of 

the bylaw.  

It is not necessary to have this clause as the 

Council can set hours of opening and closing of 

waste disposal sites as part of its powers of general 

competency and where types of refuse may be 

placed. A bylaw is an impractical way of setting 

rules for private property the Council owns or 

operates.  

Remove clause 11.1 from the 2007 Bylaw: 

 

No person shall engage in the collection of trade 

or household refuse or recyclables, where the 

materials awaiting collection are left outside the 

property from which they are to be collected, 

While the current bylaw requires all solid waste 

operators to be licensed by the Council (not just its 

contractor) if they are undertaking kerbside 

collections, this was never implemented. Also, this 

clause does not apply if collectors are going onto 

private property to collect containers, making it 
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Changes in Draft Solid Waste Bylaw 2019 Rationale 

without the prior written consent of the Council 

and subject to such conditions as the Council 

may from time to time impose. 

 

somewhat redundant when considering the intent 

for licensing collectors. The main reason for 

licensing all collectors is to require them to provide 

waste data to the Council to inform the 

development of Waste Management and 

Minimisation Plans. The Councillor working party 

would like this data to be collected, as it would help 

the Council to track progress in waste minimisation 

efforts. The working party recommends pursuing a 

voluntary arrangement with waste providers before 

making licensing mandatory under a bylaw. If this 

non-regulatory approach does not work, a bylaw 

amendment can be made to require the licensing of 

all operators. Restrictions could also be looked at in 

relation to the types of containers contractors can 

use. 

Remove various clauses under clause 14.0 

‘Control of Refuse Disposal Sites’ in the 2007 

bylaw that are matters covered in the Summary 

Offences Act 1981, e.g. intentional damage.   

The Council believes certain matters are better 

addressed by the Police as they are trained and 

better equipped for these situations than Council 

officers. The Council cannot issue fines 

(infringements) to people for these bylaw breaches 

and taking people to Court over these matters is 

not seen as a prudent use of resources so action by 

the Police is often a better option. 

 

2.5 What has stayed the same? 

The following matters may have been reworded for ‘plain English’ purposes, however the policy 

intent remains the same in the 2019 draft bylaw. An explanation of these is as follows. 

Clause 3.0 Council kerbside collection  

People must use approved containers for kerbside collection and ensure containers are in the 

correct location for collection, the correct material is in each container, they are not too heavy, 

they are easy to empty and are in good repair. These are important rules for waste 

minimisation and also the health and safety of waste collectors.  

Clause 4.0 Accumulation and storage of domestic waste and trade waste on any property 

People must ensure any storage of any waste is not offensive or injurious to health or a 

nuisance. People must also not burn waste and any person putting any waste out for collection 

must ensure it does not block the footpath. These clauses ensure the Council has some control 

over matters that are not specific to the Council kerbside collection, but matters it has a role to 

regulate under the Health Act 1956 and the Local Government Act 2002. 

 

Clause 5.0 Waste disposal sites 

The bylaw contains rules about the vehicular speed allowed to be travelled in a waste disposal 

site, specific waste that is not permitted at a waste disposal site and other rules related to 

operational site matters. These rules are to ensure health and safety standards are met and 

also staff and visitors to the site are aware of the rules.  

 

Clause 6.0 Waste collection vehicles 

Any waste collection vehicle is not permitted to be parked in a public place for an extended 

period of time and all waste must be covered when being transported. This is to avoid 

nuisance.  
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2.5.1 Fees and charges 

The 2007 bylaw set a prescriptive system for charging in Schedule 3 of the bylaw, and was 

developed before the Waste Minimisation Act 2008 was enacted. The Waste Minimisation Act 

20082 states that the Council may charge fees for a service or facility (or provide it for free) if 

it will provide an incentive or disincentive that will promote our Waste Management and 

Minimisation Plan objectives. All unnecessary fees and charges clauses in the bylaw have now 

been removed, including Schedule 3 as they are not considered to be required - Council’s fees 

and charges schedule sets out the fees for solid waste.  

 

The draft bylaw also allows for discretion on the application of the $15 charge for replacement 

glass bins (blue bins). The Council may like to consider the criteria for when this will be 

charged, or the fee waived. 

3 Issues and options 

The Council is required by law to consider the following questions before adopting a bylaw. 

3.1 Is a bylaw the most appropriate way of addressing the problem?   

A bylaw is the most appropriate enforcement option for the matters addressed in the draft 

bylaw because it enables the Council, if people do not comply with the bylaw, to issue verbal 

warnings, remove and seize property, put penalties in place, and prosecute through the 

District Court. It is a common enforcement tool used by councils for regulating and managing 

kerbside collections, the storing of waste and certain matters at transfer stations. There are 

also matters covered by the bylaw that people have an expectation that Council regulate, 

particularly activities in public places such as placing of domestic waste on the kerbside for 

collection and related issues that can arise with this. In addition, the Council is not proposing 

to regulate all waste collectors in the District until it has endeavoured to come to a non-

regulatory voluntary agreement. This shows options other than a bylaw have been considered.   

 

3.2 Is the proposed bylaw the most appropriate form of bylaw?   

The draft Solid Waste Bylaw 2019 is considered to be appropriate because it is proportionate to 

the issues the Council faces. While the bylaw does place certain requirements on people if they 

are accumulating and storing waste on private property, these rules are seen as proportionate 

to the risks/issues that can arise if these rules are not in place. 

 

3.3 Are there any implications under the New Zealand Bill of Rights?   

A bylaw that unreasonably interferes with the rights and freedoms in the NZ Bill of Rights Act 

1990 will be held to be unreasonable and invalid by the Courts. However, a human right can 

be interfered with if the issue is critical and the bylaw to address the issue is proportionate and 

therefore reasonable. Thus justifying the interference.3 Rights likely affected by bylaws include 

freedom of expression, freedom of peaceful assembly, freedom of association and freedom of 

movement, and freedom from discrimination.  

 

On review, staff believe the draft Solid Waste Bylaw 2019 does not have any implications on 

the rights and freedoms contained in the Bill of Rights Act 1990. There are no bans or 

unjustified limitations on any of the rights and freedoms contained in the Act. 

 

3.4 Approval of the Draft Solid waste Bylaw 2019 

There are various policy options that must be explored during all bylaw reviews including: 

                                           
2 Waste Minimisation Act 2008, s 46. 
3 Section 5 New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990. 
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 Revoke the existing bylaw without a replacement as a bylaw is no longer needed. 

 Status Quo – keep the existing bylaw in its current form.  

 Amend aspects of the existing bylaw.  

 Develop a new bylaw to address an identified issue or need. 

 

The Councillor working party recommends amending the 2007 Bylaw to better meet the 

current environment and issues experienced over the past ten years. The rationale for the 

amendments are outlined in section 2.3 above. 

 

3.5 Revocation of the Franklin District Council Waste Bylaw 2009 

Staff recommend revoking the Franklin District Council Waste Bylaw because the district 

should be under one set of rules for the solid waste service. The Franklin District Council bylaw 

covers similar matters to the 2007 Hauraki District Council bylaw, however there are clauses in 

the Franklin bylaw that have been redundant for years as the Kaiaua Coast receives the same 

level of service from the Council’s waste collector as the rest of the District. Any proposed 

bylaw changes apply similarly to residents of the Kaiaua Coast as the do to the rest of the 

District. 

 

The Franklin District Council Bylaw can be viewed at https://www.hauraki-dc.govt.nz/our-

council/bylaws/franklin. 

 

3.6 Adoption of Statement of Proposal for Draft Solid waste Bylaw 2019 

The Council must also adopt the statement of proposal for public consultation, attached as 

Appendix A. The full statement of proposal contains: 

 covering pages with a plain English overview of what is changing, what a bylaw is, and how 

people can provide their view 

 a copy of the draft bylaw, and 

 the report including considerations on the bylaw (this report). 

 

Staff do not consider that it is necessary to develop a summary of the information contained in 

the statement of proposal to enable public understanding, as the statement of proposal is 

already concise.  

 

3.7 Approval of the consultation approach  

The recommended approach to community engagement is outlined in the Significance and 

Engagement Assessment section below. This approach needs to be approved by the Council. 

 

4 Significance and Engagement Assessment 

A bylaw made, reviewed or revoked under the Local Government Act 2002 must be publicly 

consulted on before the decision is made. If it is deemed significant or the local authority 

considers that there is a significant impact on the public due to changes or proposals, then the 

more prescriptive ‘special consultative procedure’ must be followed (section 83) in addition to 

the general consultation approach (section 82). 

 

The special consultative procedure requires that a statement of proposal is adopted by the 

Council and people must be given a period of at least one month to provide their views to the 

Council. This can be done by written or verbal feedback. Any person who wishes to present 

their views must be given a reasonable opportunity to do so.  

 

The alternative engagement approach (if these significance ‘triggers’ do not apply) is to solely 

use section 82 ‘principles of consultation’ in the LGA which still requires that anyone who is 

https://www.hauraki-dc.govt.nz/our-council/bylaws/franklin
https://www.hauraki-dc.govt.nz/our-council/bylaws/franklin
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affected or has an interest in a matter should be provided with clear information and 

encouraged to provide feedback to the Council, however the required one month feedback 

period is not mandatory. In reality, these two approaches can be quite similar when put into 

practice. 

4.1 Recommended Engagement Approach 

It is proposed the Council consult on the Draft Solid waste Bylaw at the same time as the Draft 

Drainage Bylaw and Draft Water Supply Bylaw and the revocation of various Franklin Bylaws.  

 

After considering the consultation needs and preferences of those likely to be affected by or 

have an interest in the proposals, it is proposed that provision be provided for people to 

provide both written and verbal feedback. In terms of written feedback, it is proposed that a 

one month written feedback period (via various channels) run from Friday 28 June – Monday 

29 July 2019 as outlined in the Statement of Proposal as per Appendix A.  

 

If people wish to provide spoken feedback to the Council, staff recommend encouraging phone, 

dropping into a service centre, making an appointment to speak to an elected member and a 

formal hearing of feedback on Wednesday, 14 August 2019 following the Community Services 

and Development meeting. Following the hearing, it is proposed that deliberations and 

decisions are made regarding the bylaw. 

 

5 Budget Implications 

Consultation undertaken as part of the special consultative procedure will involve planned 

expenditure in the strategic planning budget. This is not considered to be additional 

expenditure as it can be met through existing budget provision. 

 

6 Recommendation 

It is recommended the Council pass the relevant resolutions for making a bylaw under the 

Local Government Act 2002 and adopt the Statement of Proposal for the Draft Solid Waste 

Bylaw 2019 for the special consultative procedure. The Statement of Proposal also includes the 

revocation of the Franklin District Council Waste Bylaw 2009. Staff recommend the Council 

approve the draft Solid Waste Bylaw 2019 in its current form. 

 

 

 

 

 

Charan Mischewski   Sarah Holmes 

POLICY ANALYST   STRATEGIC POLICY PLANNER 

 


